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"Ma I don't want to go... " He hesitated and didn't want to get out of the car.

Outside the window, the car had stopped steadily outside the luxury building.

Wei Xia's heart is also very uneasy, hearing the sound is nothing good.

"I've wiped your ass too many times! What a mess you made! The whole Wei family
has been harmed! Think it's OK to shrink your head? " Wei Xia burst out and scolded.

Shen Shimo's face was frightened, and Mr. U's face was frightened at a glance, not to
mention It's to account for your own fault.

In hesitation, Shen Shimo has been dragged into the building by his mother. Wei Xia
tells him something in his ear, but he can't hear it at all.

"Here they are, sir." Mr. U's assistant said with a slight droop of his head.

Wei Xia leads Shen Hedan into Mr. U's office with a smile on her face.

"Mr. u, you..."

"Stop talking nonsense and sign these papers." Mr. u interrupted coldly. His assistant
pushed all the more than ten documents on the desk to Wei Xia.

Wei Xia gingerly took over the documents, only looked at them, and her heart
suddenly jumped - these documents, all of them, are business transfer agreements.

"This..."

"Because of you, you have to bear the cost of my loss? It's money, it's life, it's your
choice. " Mr. u has a chilling tone.

Wei Xia was frightened and secretly looked through all the agreements one by one.
Once the agreements were signed, all the businesses of the Wei family would slip
away from her hands. How could Wei Xia be reconciled?
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Shen Shimei twisted his head slightly, looked at the title of the agreement, only looked
at it, and his eyes widened.

"Mr. u? We are not saints! There must be mistakes! Please... "

"Sure to make mistakes?" Mr. u turned around with a cold face and anger. He stared at
Shen with a cold eye and said in silence, "do people who have made mistakes still
have the face to explain? If you work under me, you can't make mistakes! "

He almost knelt down on the ground because his legs trembled in fear. He tried to
stand firm.

"I don't want to talk to you any more, do I? OK, then save your life. "

"Wait a minute!" Wei Xia exclaimed, "I I'll sign it

"What?! Mom, you

"Don't talk!" Wei Xia stretched her nerves, interrupted the exclamation of silence, took
up her pen in her trembling hand, and quickly signed her name on all the agreements.

Mr. u took a look at all the documents, but his expression was still calm. He motioned
to his assistant with his eyes. After that, the assistant dragged them out of the office.

"Mr. u, since they have signed, do you want to contact Mr. Shen Hedan now?" Asked
the assistant.

"Well, ask him to give me a list of contacts in the Middle East." Mr. u closed his eyes
slightly and sat back in the boss's chair.

……

Wei Xia cold face, quickly dragged Shen Shimo left the building, sat in the car, hastily
urged the driver: "drive faster."

As the car sped along the road, Wei xiachao looked around. After confirming that no
one was following her, she was relieved.

"We have to leave the United States. Without the protection of our strength, we have
to find a way to protect ourselves."

"Mom, we Wei family That's it... " Shen Shimo has a painful face.



"You are so I really don't know how to say you, ah, blame me, blame me for conniving
you too much all the time, ah! " Wei Xia sighed deeply.

Shen Shimo didn't look up for a long time because he was ashamed.

[Wei's group suddenly changed hands with mystery man, Shen Hedan became the
biggest winner? ]

[to explore the inside story of the change of hands of Mu's group, it turns out that
American consortia are also good at fighting openly and secretly. ]

……

"General manager Shen, Mr. u has received the list. He said that in order to express his
gratitude, the reward should be given, so 10% of the assets originally belonging to the
Wei family have been transferred to your name. Mr. u asked you to check them. " The
Secretary said slowly to Shen Hedan.

"Help me answer the letter and say, thank you, Mr. u," Shen He stressed after a pause.
"I don't want to hear about" keep cooperating. "

The Secretary nodded: "I see. Try my best to make a one-time deal with Mr. u. I'll give
you all the names as an excuse. Do you think that's ok?"

"Well, that's it. Do it well. I don't want to be the second Weiss." Shen Hedan once
again stressed the advice.

After the secretary left the office, Shen Hedan felt his head and pondered for a while.
He glanced at the documents that the Secretary had put on his desk. The documents
were detailed descriptions of the companies and assets previously owned by Wei.

Some businesses need to continue to operate.

At the thought of this, Shen Hedan had a headache, so he subconsciously raised his
hand to pick up the mobile phone and dialed kangmobei's number directly.

"Hey, we've solved the problem in the United States, but we still have a stall to take
over. You..."

"I refuse." Kangmobei doesn't have to listen to it. He knows what Shen Hedan wants
to say."You have no right to refuse! Come to the meeting Shen Hedan got angry and
hung up.

Kang Mobei, who was hung up, helplessly looked at his mobile phone and could only



go there in person.

The company originally owned by Wei family has about ten businesses. Shen Hedan
discussed with kangmobei, and each of them managed half of them. Kangmobei said
that he was not interested in the relevant assets and let Shen Hedan dispose of them by
himself.

After taking over, according to the agreement with Bai nianxi before going out,
kangmobei went to Lumi island to have dinner together to relieve the pressure of
Shanda.

Suddenly hit by a huge amount of wealth, Kang Mobei and Shen Hedan became hot
figures in public opinion.

Kangmobei and bainianxi are walking on the road. Passers-by will stare at them and
talk in a low voice.

"That's Is it the north of Como? "

"It seems to be."

"Bai nianxi is so happy that he married a man with such strong ability to absorb money.
Tut."

……

In the dining room, there are many people quietly watching and talking, and komorbei
chooses to ignore it.

"What are you going to do with those businesses in the United States?" Bai nianxi
asked.

"Transfer, low price transfer is OK, I just want to live with you, don't want to worry
about other things." Kangmobei smiles and looks at Bai nianxi's eyes, full of doting.

Bai nianxi gave a bitter smile and said, "you just like it."

"I'm going to order." With a gentlemanly smile, conmobeir stood up, ready to leave for
a while.

Bai nianxi looked up at Kang Mo Bei. Before he could nod his head, he saw that
someone behind Kang Mo Bei was slowly approaching him.

Before the exclamation and reminder were uttered, the man's action suddenly turned



into a gallop, and quickly ran to the back of conmobei.

"Hiss..."

Bai nianxi hears that kangmobei makes a sound that seems to be a pain. He stares at
kangmobei. Slowly, a touch of blood comes into her pupils.

"Ah!! Killing people! "

The guests of the restaurant suddenly heard the voice, saw the emergency, and ran
around in fright.

Kangmobei looked back to see who the pain came from, but the man quickly ran away
from the crowd.

"Mobei!" Bai nianxi stands up and holds Kang Mobei, tears in his eyes and looks
around in despair!
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